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Most works on civil society suffer from overabundance of theory
and paucity of empirical data. The work analyzed here, Marc
Morje Howard’s The Weakness of Civil Society in Post-Communist
Europe, is a laudable exception. Its strengths are contrastive
cases, precise comparisons, careful conceptualizations, effective
operationalizations, clear logic, and elegant prose. His conclu-
sion: civil society in post-communist Europe is weak. This article
assesses the strengths and weaknesses of Howard’s work,
sketches a different analytical framework, and suggests the
future lines of inquiry.

What is civil society? How to measure its “strength”

There exists an intriguing cacophony of opinions on the role
of civil society in the fall of state socialism and post-communist
transformations. Some analysts suggest civil society brought
about the downfall of communism but deteriorated in the after-
math of communism’s collapse.1 Others diagnose a revival of civil
society after 1989.2 Furthermore, a number of political theorists
and political scientists-comparativists construe civil society as a
necessary precondition or companion of democracy in every
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context3 and would agree with what is “called by Michael Walzer
simply the ‘civil society argument,’ the neo-Tocquevillian
belief . . . that the strength and stability of liberal democracy
depends on a vibrant and healthy sphere of associational partici-
pation.”4 Yet others view it as a specifically Western institutional
pattern that is irrelevant and strangely out of place in non-West-
ern cultural contexts. Similarly, there is no agreement among the
“natives” and among the researchers on the usefulness of civil
society as a category of discourse that might improve our grasp of
post-communist realities. Some analysts, mostly anthropologists,
are skeptical whether the concept itself is “a helpful one in
understanding social realities, particularly in circumstances that
are radically altered from those in which it was first used.”5 On
the other hand, many political theorists and sociologists find the
concept almost indispensable for their analytical work on post-
communism.6

So what is civil society? It seems that it can be usefully defined
through a sequence of four analytical steps. First, it is found
among secondary groups composed of individuals who join vol-
untarily on the basis of a (written or not) social contract. Second,
there exists a subset of groups belonging to secondary society
(operating within the public domain) whose (1) internal activi-
ties, as a matter of routine, are available for some form of external
“inspection” to determine its compliance with exiting laws and
regulations; and (2) policy recommendations, which may influ-
ence people outside of the group, are accessible to “outsiders”
for discussion and scrutiny. In other words, this is transparent
secondary society “inhabiting” the official public space. Third, we
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can isolate a subset of groups belonging to the “transparent sec-
ondary society” characterized by (1) tolerance for other similar
groups and readiness to collaborate or compete with them
according to a specified set of rules; (2) horizontal rather than
vertical interpersonal network; (3) democratic, deliberative
rather than authoritarian “authority structure.” This operation
weeds out both hidden and transparent autocratic clientelistic
networks as well as Fuhrer-type cults; we call the resulting subset
transparent civil society. The fourth and final distinction needed
to produce an effective taxonomy of groups aspiring to the name
civil society deals with the legal status of the relationship
between civil society and the state (government, rulers, etc.).
There are three variants of this relationship: (1) illegality (totali-
tarian solution), (2) selective legality (authoritarian solution), and
(3) full legality (rule of law, democratic-liberal solution). Full-
fledged, “classic” civil society emerges only when transparent
civil society and the legally protected social space coexist; it may
be called legal transparent civil society (LTCS). These consider-
ations are summarized in Table 1. The table introduces also
examples of noncivil institutional solutions that threaten the
development or existence of civil society in all four dimensions.

Through these four analytical moves I have introduced a nar-
row definition of civil society (LTCS). What remains to be
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Table 1. Civil Society and Its “Noncivil” Analogues

Noncivil Society Institutions
Civil Society: Internal (Usually Seen as
Institutional Features Impediment to Democratization)

1. Groups (associations) Primary groups dominant:
are secondary amoral familism

2. Transparent/publicly Secret associations, clientelistic
accountable networks

3. Tolerance: democratic, Antidemocratic, intolerant
deliberative, tolerant hierarchies
discourse and practice

4. Legally protected public Illegality: clandestine
(persecuted)

space organizations



sketched is the place of LTCS within the context of other domains
of the democratic polity, such as the economic system, the state,
and the political society. This is done in the last section of this
article.

Having defined civil society, let us go back to the Walzerian
“civil society argument.” According to this broadly accepted gen-
eralization, if civil society is weak, the quality of democracy suf-
fers. But what is meant by “weakness,” or, alternately, “strength”
of civil society? How to measure them? How to measure them
comparatively, in several countries at once? Those are serious
challenges faced by all researchers who would like to move
beyond philosophical exhortations and in-depth case studies, no
matter how illuminating.

The challenge accepted: Marc Howard’s study
of civil society in post-communist Eastern Europe.

Marc Morje Howard accepted the challenge; carried out an
ingenious, multimethod comparative empirical study; and pre-
sented the results in a crisp, smart, and elegant volume titled The
Weakness of Civil Society in Post-Communist Europe. The book is
a model of clear organization. After a brief introduction that lays
out the plan for the book, chapter 2 contains an exposition of the
author’s “experiential approach to continuity and change” in
post-communist countries. Three factors shape people’s orienta-
tions and strategies of action in the new reality: (1) prior experi-
ence of pseudo-participation in communist-era organizations, (2)
the persistence of informal networks that function as surrogates
of transparent organizations of civil society, and (3) the
disappointment with the course of post-communist reforms.

Chapter 3 opens with a very useful overview of the literature
on civil society. It also places civil society within a broader frame-
work of the polity, conceptualized according to the influential
ideas of Alfred Stepan and Juan Linz7 and briefly outlined in the
opening section of this article. The section titled “Why Should We
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Study Civil Society?” provides a succinct overview of two major
arguments related to the title question. One line of reasoning,
most prominently associated with Robert Putnam, emphasizes
the beneficial influence of civil society participation on individu-
als, who thereby become better overall “citizens” of a democratic
polity. The other line, most notably represented by Theda
Skocpol, sees the benefits of civil society participation more
directly: various organizations provide citizens with the institu-
tional leverage for influencing the state or with the institutional
protection against its unwanted intrusion. The chapter closes
with the justification of the selected method. Howard reviews
various attempts to gauge the strength of civil society through the
collection of data on the number of organizations in a given
country and finds them all wanting. Such approaches are marred
by the lack of standardized methods of information gathering
(each country collects information, say, on its NGOs in a different
manner) and are plagued by both underreporting (some organi-
zations are not officially registered) and overreporting (there are
many “pseudo organizations” that exist only on paper). We are
thus left with only one source of standardized and sufficiently
broad information about citizens’ participation in various organi-
zations and associations: the World Value Survey (WVS). Howard
uses the results of the 1995 to 1997 iteration of this survey and
complements them with the results of his own survey that he
conducted in Russia and Germany (both former “East” and
“West”) in 1999.

Chapter 4 reports the relevant findings of the WVS survey. It
provides data that are used to characterize the dependent vari-
able, the “strength of civil society,” and constitute the “empirical
baseline” for further analyses. The results of WVS for thirty-one
countries are reported, and then several independent variables
are introduced. The most important is the “prior regime type,”
borrowed from Linz and Stepan.8 It is a nominal variable that has
three values: “older democracies,” “post-authoritarian experi-
ence,” and “post-communist experience.” The most important
finding of the study is introduced and discussed: civil society
(measured as the number of organizational memberships per
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person) is by far the strongest in older democracies (2.39 aver-
age), weaker in post-authoritarian states (1.82), and conspicu-
ously the weakest in post-communist states (0.91). Later we learn
that in regression analyses, one of the values of this variable,
“prior communist experience,” is by far the most powerful,
though negative, predictor of the strength of civil society. Other
independent variables whose impact on the “strength of civil
society” is measured include economic well-being (strong posi-
tive effect), political rights and civil liberties (modest positive
effect), and Huntingtonian “civilization” (no strong effect).

Chapter 5 is based on Howard’s original data, generated by his
survey of 1,009 Russians, 1,003 “East” Germans, and 1,008 “West”
Germans. Among many interesting findings, two stand out. First,
there is a tremendous difference in the rates of participation in
civil society between the “West” and the “East.” While a whop-
ping 81 percent of West Germans belonged to at least one organi-
zation, only 52 percent of East Germans and as little as 35 percent
of Russians did so. Second, Howard breaks down his “post-com-
munist experience” into three variables: “mistrust of communist
organizations,” “the persistence of friendship networks,” and
“disappointment with post-communism.” He then shows that
“citizens with higher levels of mistrust in communist organiza-
tions tend to be less active in voluntary organizations today, that
people whose friendship networks have persisted in the post-
communist period are less likely to join organizations today, and
that the more disappointed people are with post-communist
developments, the less likely they are to participate” (pp. 92-93).

Following recent calls to combine quantitative and qualitative
approaches, in chapter 6 Howard addresses the problem of low
post-communist participation from a qualitative perspective. In-
depth interviews with thirty Russians and thirty East Germans
reveal that the low civil society participation in post-communist
countries is attributed to the same three factors we have already
encountered in the qualitative explanation: mistrust of organiza-
tions inherited from communism, friendship networks that func-
tion as substitutes for associations, and disappointment with
post-communism.
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In the concluding chapter, Howard returns to the very funda-
mental theoretical and practical questions that animate his work:
What kinds of democracies are emerging in the post-communist
part of Europe? Are strong civil societies crucial for the strength
and durability of new democracies? What are the prospects of
democratic consolidation in the region? Howard’s answers to
these questions are based on two not entirely noncontroversial
propositions. First, he argues that it is erroneous to focus exclu-
sively or almost exclusively on elite behavior and institution
building while trying to assess the progress of democratic consol-
idation in a given region or country. Democracy does of course
need “democracy-friendly” elites and appropriate institutional
architecture. But it also needs a prodemocratic populace; it
thrives and matures in a society whose majority practices and
supports democratic values. How would we know that a given
population practices democracy? One way may be to observe the
level of participation in civil society organizations. Since this
level in post-communist Eastern Europe is dismally low, we may
conclude that democracy’s prospects in that region are dim. But
Howard astutely reminds us that quite a few theorists and observ-
ers have argued that the weakness of civil society does not neces-
sarily correlate with unstable and weak democracy. Such “civi-
cally challenged” democracy can actually survive and function
quite well, though it may not satisfy all the criteria of a democratic
ideal. I find this part of Howard’s analysis persuasive. I do have a
quarrel, though, with the second proposition that underlies his
analysis. After recalling a now broadly accepted view that as
there was no single communism, there are several distinguish-
able types of post-communism, he emphatically reiterates one of
the key generalizations of his study: “in the context of ordinary
citizens and their social behavior, there are still striking similari-
ties among the citizens and societies of post-communist Europe”
(p. 147). This conclusion is of course warranted by Howard’s
own analysis of the WVS and the results of his own studies (sur-
veys and interviews). I would however suggest that underneath
this striking similarity of outcomes (results)—uniformly low level
of civic participation—may exist a variety of causes. It may turn
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out—though we need to wait for more detailed studies—that
there are several distinguishable clusters (types) of economic,
social, cultural, and political mechanisms that produce through
different paths or constellations similar outcomes. To begin
with, I would expect that the phenomenon of nonparticipation in
the democratic/capitalist new members of the EU is coproduced
by an at least partially different set of factors than in semi-authori-
tarian/semi-capitalist states, say, Belarus or Moldova. If so, each
situation may call for different remedies. Also, the generational
change—a factor strongly emphasized by Howard—is bound to
work differently in, say, Poland or Hungary, countries whose
youth are now exposed to the West and its models of civic
participation on a much larger scale than the youth of, say,
Georgia or Ukraine.

Although a high level of civic participation may be not abso-
lutely necessary for the proper functioning of democracy, most
analysts will agree that it is very helpful. If so, how can it be
increased? Howard discusses briefly two possible mechanisms:
generational change and concerted, targeted education cam-
paigns led by prodemocratic elites and preferably supported by
the state. He also observes that in general, the best remedy for the
enhancement of civic participation is the “improvement in the
overall economy.”

Alternative views

Howard’s state-of-the-art study is as good as it gets: contrastive
cases, precise comparisons, careful conceptualizations, effective
operationalizations, clear logic, and elegant prose. His conclu-
sion is ironclad: civil society in post-communist Europe is weak.
He is, however, smart enough to know that—as always in social
science—the results are coproduced by and are meaningful
within an analytical framework that provided the basic concepts
of the study, generated its questions, and suggested its methods.
So are there other ways of thinking about measuring the strength
of civil society that might lead us to different or, at least, modified
conclusions?
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A partial answer is suggested by a recent volume edited by
Nancy Bermeo and Philip Nord.9 It has been often asserted that
the development of civil society (particularly its full-fledged
form—LTCS) is a significant, if not necessary, component of
modernization a lá West. In a nutshell, the westernization-mod-
ernization and the growth of civil society are seen by many
observers as simply progressing hand in hand. Yet the detailed
analyses of eight European cases from the nineteenth century
(this was the age of civil society’s emergence in its “native” con-
text) reveal that the formation, maintenance, and growth of civil
society does not necessarily depend on the existence of such—
traditionally seen as critical—“modern” or “modernizing”
conditions as

• high density of associational life,
• timing and extension of voting rights,
• high level of urbanization (a crucial dimension of economic mod-

ernization), and
• extension of education.

Here are some illustrations. Density: throughout the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth century, Germany had arguably the
densest civil society in Europe. Yet by the 1930s, this country
experienced the catastrophic collapse of both civil society and
democracy. Franchise laws: in 1886 in Great Britain, a civil soci-
ety success story, only 12.1 percent of the population had the
franchise, while Germany—a distinctly unsuccessful case—“had
a universal manhood suffrage as early as 1871.”10 Urbanization: in
1850, Portugal (a failure) was nearly as urbanized as the Nether-
lands (a great success story). Finally, literacy: the ratio of popula-
tion to pupil was 249:1 in Prussia, 570:1 in France, 1,058:1 in Italy
and a whopping 1,300:1 in England, commonly seen, of course,
as one of the birthplaces of civil society.
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Bermeo thus concludes that the four factors that are conven-
tionally invoked to account for the strength/weakness of civil
society do not work in an easily generalizable (in a form of some
sociopolitical law), accumulative, “linear way.” Civil societies in
each country are very much products of highly specific combina-
tions of factors; they are “shaped in each country by ‘conflicting
trends.’ ”11 After analyzing these factors and trends, Bermeo is
nonetheless able to identify two conditions that are particularly
conducive for the development and maintenance of a vibrant
civil society: the climate of toleration, particularly by the rulers
(dominant political elites) and the well-defined and developed
system of linkages with the other domains of the polity. Of partic-
ular importance is “parliament’s ability to connect with civil soci-
ety.”12 Such conclusions are encouraging: it is possible to begin
constructing civil society without a sufficiently developed infra-
structure of such “modern” preconditions as high levels of liter-
acy, urbanization, or a well-functioning electoral system. Most
important, what matters is not necessarily the quantity of civil
society organizations but rather their quality. If so, the numerical
weakness of civil society in post-communist Europe (low den-
sity), diagnosed by Howard, does not necessarily mean its func-
tional weakness. To determine the level of civil society’s func-
tional weakness/strength, we need to operationalize “quality”
and “connectedness,” two most desired features of “good” civil
society, identified in the Bermeo and Nord volume.

Actually, the task is even more difficult. Many critical observ-
ers (particularly anthropologists) have pointed out that as a prod-
uct of a specific phase in the development of Western civilization,
civil society may not offer a usable institutional blueprint for non-
Western societies. To many of these same critics, an assumption
that the creation of a more equitable social order and a more
democratic polity is impossible without a wholesale borrowing
of the quintessentially Western institutional form called “civil
society” is arrogantly ethnocentric. To combat such ethnocentric
predilections, some anthropologists and sociologists, working
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mostly in non-Western societies, have attempted to identify a
number of institutional arrangements that function as civil soci-
ety’s analogues yet do not possess all features of the “canonical”
Western model. The trick is to identify (and promote?) such social
arrangements that (1) allow people to organize themselves
“above” the level of kinship, (2) mediate between families/
kinship networks and the state, and (3) constitute a counterbal-
ance to the state’s monopolistic tendencies to dominate the pub-
lic life. Such arrangements collectively will constitute a civil soci-
ety or its functional equivalent. It seems to me that its “quality”
can be measured on four dimensions identified already in Table
1: (1) “secondariness,” (2) transparency, (3) tolerance, and (4)
legality. There is no room here to comment extensively on each
of these dimensions; nor am I ready to provide their useful, mea-
surement-ready operationalizations. Short comments must there-
fore suffice.

Civil society as a collection of secondary groups. For Gellner,13

the main danger for civil society comes from its incomplete sepa-
ration from the domestic society, that is, the real or fictive kinship
networks. Since in most, if not all, non-Western contexts such
separation is difficult, if not impossible, Gellner remained very
skeptical as to the prospects of civil society and, by extension,
Western-type democracy in many parts of the world. To prove
Gellner wrong, one needs to identify institutions that replace or
complement kinship networks as a dominant or exclusive social
form of people’s participation in public affairs. Additionally, one
needs to identify social mechanisms that render kinship network
more transparent, that is, open to external, public scrutiny.
Anthropologists have not produced many convincing examples
here; perhaps they do not exist.

Transparency/accountability. There is no better way of foster-
ing and maintaining transparency and accountability then a sys-
tem of formal and informal “checks and balances.” The checking
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institutions should/can come both from the inside of civil society
(primarily independent free media) and from the outside
(nonpoliticized state regulatory agencies, antagonistic political
organizations). All those activities need to be performed within
the limits of the rule of law that, in turn, cannot exist without the
state-run or international oversight by regulatory institutions.

Tolerance: democratic/deliberative discourse and practice.
Civil society thrives wherever its constituent organizations are
mutually tolerant and clearly favor deliberation over confronta-
tion, both in the external and internal affairs. It is thus imperative
to replace the paternalistic, authoritarian decision-making mod-
els with more deliberative, “horizontal” ones. Whenever possi-
ble, culturally specific models of the decentralization of power
should be cultivated, revived, and developed.

Legality. As Nancy Bermeo argues, the emergence and devel-
opment of civil society may be less dependent on the existence
of appropriate, “protective” legal sanctions than on the climate of
tolerance. Summarizing a series of studies on the development of
civil society in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe, she
writes, “Formal, legal guarantees played a surprisingly small role
in the expansion of civil society. . . . What seemed to be more
important than de jure legality . . . was de facto toleration. . . .
[i.e.,] whether the state’s forces of coercion actually tolerated the
numerous things that the group did.”14

It is interesting to observe that while the last two features—
(horizontal) tolerance among civil society groups and (vertical)
toleration of the whole civil society by the state—have been actu-
ally identified by anthropologists in many societies, the first two
features, a clear separation of primary and secondary groups
(that is, associationism that helps to control “corruption”) and
transparency/accountability, are much rarer and virtually impos-
sible to find in unstable and authoritarian polities.
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The second concept that needs conceptual elaboration and
operationalization is “connectedness.” To gauge the functioning
of civil society or its “functional equivalents,” it is not enough to
examine their internal characteristics; one needs to scrutinize
also civil society’s relationships with the other domains of the
polity and the international context. It is convenient to isolate five
domains with which civil society is expected to “collaborate”
through a network of institutionalized connections: (1) interna-
tional arena, (2) the state, (3) economy, (4) political society, and
(5) domestic society (family and kinship networks). Again, there
is no room here to discuss each of those relationships in detail. I
will merely signal potential dangers lurking behind each of them.
The relationship with the international scene (donor organiza-
tions, foreign governments, international bodies) is often
plagued either by indifference or by excessive paternalism and
the imposition of “foreign” concerns, methods, and solutions.15

The relationship between the state and civil society is particularly
critical and most extensively discussed in the existing literature.
The most distinct characteristic of the state is its (legitimate) con-
trol of coercive resources, its monopoly of rule making, and its
capability to implement its decisions within a defined territory
despite public opposition or resistance. Civil society can be thus
seen either as the state’s necessary counterbalance or as its
equally necessary complement. Those two roles sometimes
coexist, though usually one of them is more dominant; the key
issue is that to secure “proper” arrangement of the polity, the
state and civil society should be kept as separate as possible.16

The dangers are that the state does “too much” when it acts as a
bully attempting to subdue or destroy the domain of autonomous
associations or “too little” when it fails as the provider and
guarantor of the rule of law (legality), without which civil society
cannot function properly.

There is no consensus on how the optimal relationship
between the economic system and civil society should be institu-
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tionalized. For some authors, civil society is inconceivable unless
it is anchored in a market economy based on private (or at least
nonstate) property.17 Yet others argue that this formulation is too
restrictive: civil society must have some independent (from the
state) economic base, but this base does not need to be solely
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Table 2: Linkages among the Polity Domains: Flaws and
“Noncivic” Solutions

Polity Domain (Extreme) Architectural Flaws

International Indifference: weak external support
arena Paternalism: overbearing, monopolistic

external
support undermining long-term

sustainability
State Authoritarianism/(post)totalitarianism:a state
too

strong (no sufficient autonomy for civil
society)

Breakdown of law and order: weak/no
protection

of the public sphere
Economy Dogmatic neoliberalism: excessive reliance
on the

market (“market” as a solution to all/most
problems)

Market selfishness: weak altruism, weak
culture

of charitable giving and “donations”
Political society The Weimar curse: underdeveloped links
between

civil society and the party system (weak
aggregation of electoral preferences)

Lenin’s curse: civil society organizations
(labor

unions in Lenin’s case) treated as
“transmission

17. Ibid., 87; Zbigniew Rau, “Introduction,” in Z. Rau, ed., The Reemergence of Civil Society in
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1991), 4-5; and
MirosCHAR4awa Grabowska, “Civil Society after 1989—Rebirth or Decease,” in Edmund



limited to the independent (private) enterprise operating in a
market economy. Other agents, independent from the state, may
provide civil associations with the necessary funds and material
base. Various churches and informal networks of “friends” often
provide such support, as was the case in communist Eastern
Europe. In some cases, civil society organizations may even
access state resources, thus becoming “parasites” of sorts. In their
quest for necessary resources, civil society actors must expect
encountering two sets of problems: civil society may be either
deemed irrelevant by a dogmatic neoliberalism that sees “mar-
kets” as panacea for all societal problems or its organizations may
be starved to extinction in a culture that does not promote
altruistic giving.

Political parties are sometimes seen as parts of civil society.
There are, however, good analytical reasons to “allocate” them to
a separate domain of the polity—the political society. It can be
construed as an intermediate realm within which the double pro-
cess of translation and mediation takes place. It is made up of
political parties and other explicitly political organizations such
as lobbying groups that provide institutional channels through
which various societal interests and claims are aggregated and
translated into generalized policy recommendations. In a nut-
shell, political parties are organized to compete for political
power within the polity, whereas civil society organizations do
not have such a goal. Historically, political parties have proved to
be dangerous for civil society in two ways: they either tried to
turn associations into their impotent extensions (Lenin’s trans-
mission belts) or they isolated themselves from bottom-up pres-
sures of civil society, disrupting thereby the give and take of par-
ticipatory politics (the Weimar curse). The results of these
analyses are summarized in Table 2.

Given these observations, one can imagine a research pro-
gram that will build on Howard’s accomplishments. This next
generation of studies on civil society must not concentrate
merely on the levels of participation and the quantity of civil soci-
ety associations and organizations (density) but rather on their
quality and connectedness with other domains of the polity and
the international arena. To operationalize these features, we will
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have to find comparative empirical measures for the four attrib-
utes and five external linkages of civil society specified above.
We also need to heed Chris Hann’s warning that these attributes
and linkages do and indeed must take specific forms, congruent
with their cultural and political contexts.18 The project of civil
anthropology—proposed by Hann and supported by Howard—
needs to specify “functional equivalents” of civil society in detail
and offer proper tools for “measuring” them. Such a project
would be beneficial for all those who believe that properly func-
tioning civil society enhances the “good” polity by

• offering people an institutional platform for dealing with various
problems directly influencing the quality of their lives (the
emancipatory dimension) and

• becoming a powerful component of the system of “checks and
balances” (the accountability dimension).

The problem so far has been that anthropologists are much
better at exposing ethnocentric naivety or arrogance of Western
social engineers who try to install Western-like civil society in
non-Western contexts than at identifying and illuminating the
workings of non-Western equivalents of civil society. In other
words, they are often preoccupied with studying and advancing
the emancipatory dimension of various forms of social mobiliza-
tion and organizing, while they tend to neglect the second and
equally important dimension: the construction and sustenance of
accountability. Some critics claim that political scientists can be
myopic in a reverse fashion; they tend to focus on mechanisms of
accountability while paying insufficient attention to mechanisms
of emancipation. Such myopia is certainly absent from the best
work in the field that combines logical rigor, empirical precision,
and ethical passion. Mark Howard’s book is an exquisite
example of such a combination.
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